M. Demirci [Vague groups, J. math. Anal. Appl. vol.230, pp. 142-156, 1999] studied the vague group operation on a crisp set as a fuzzy function and estabished the vague group structure on a crisp set. In this paper we consider bi-groups which are studied by A.A.A. Agboola and L.S. Akinola. And we also will define vague bi-groups and fuzzy bi-functions and we investigate some basic operations on the vague bi-group and fuzzy bi-functions.
Introduction
Fuzzy sets proposed by Zadeh in 1968( [8] ) and fuzzy settings of various algebraic concepts were studied by several authors. Many authors have worked to present the fuzzy setting of various algebraic concepts based on the papers [1, 5, 6, 7] .
To get a more general extension, Demirchi [5, 7] defined the concept of vague group based on fuzzy equalities and fuzzy functions. He also established the vague group structure on a crisp set.
The concept of fuzzy equality and fuzzy function given in [5, 6, 7] provides a good tool for fuzzifying the group operation on a crisp set. A fuzzy function  is called a strong fuzzy function if and only if it satisfies the following additionally condition:
In this paper we consider bi-groups which are defined by A.A.A. Agboola and L.S. Akinola [2] and W.B. Vasabtha Kadasamy [3] . And we also will define vague bi-groups and fuzzy bi-functions and we investigate some basic operations on vague bi-groups and fuzzy bi-functions.
Vague bigroups.
In this section, we consider vague binary operations, vague closed under the operations, vague semigroups, vague groups, fuzzy functions, etc. Now, we will define vague bi-group and investigate cancellative law of vague bi-group, and some properties of them. So we have      and      and hence the identity of   ⊕ and    ⊙ is unique.
. Then we have
we also see that So we have    and hence the identity of ⊕ ⊙ is unique.
. Then we note that we note that From Proposition 2.3, we can obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 2.7 If   ⊕ is a semigroup and ⊕ is a transtive of the second and third order, and if   ⊙ is a semigroup and ⊙ is a transtive of the second and third order, then  ⊕ ⊙ is a vague bigroup.
Fuzzy bi-functions.
In this section, we define fuzzy bi-functions and investigate some characterizations of them. 
, and
Now, we consider the following notation:
where   ×   is the Cartesian product of   and   for   . 
, and   
(2) A fuzzy bi-function  is called a strongy fuzzy bifunction if it satisfies the following additional condition:
Definition 3.5 Let  and  be crisp bisets and let     ∪  be a fuzzy bi-function with respect to   on  and   on  .
(1) A fuzzy bi-function  is said to be surjective if and only if
(2) A fuzzy bi-function  is said to be strong surjective if and only if
A fuzzy bi-function  is said to be injective if and only if From the above definition, we can obatin the following two propositions. Proof. The proof is clear!
